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Perfect 10 Distribution, LLC    ♦    552 Decatur St SE Atlanta, GA 30312    ♦    p10foods.com

PERFECT 10 DISTRIBUTION
SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIP AGREEMENT
I agree to continue to market and sell my products while P10 Foods is my distribution partner.
I agree to not sell directly to customers I connect with via P10 Foods.
I understand that growing my partnership with P10 Foods means aligning incentives by offering distributor pricing 
below wholesale pricing.
I understand that P10 Foods purchasing my product is not a guarantee of sales. Further, I understand that if my 
product is selling less than an agreed to benchmark after 12 months it will be discontinued.
I understand P10 Foods' coverage area (AL, FL, GA, MS, NC, SC, VA) and agree to transition any relevant customers 
and pass along any leads in P10's area that both parties agree to.
I agree to keep my P10 Foods product listings up to date, accurate and complete by regularly checking the 
customer ordering portal.
I agree that I will respond to all communications including purchase order requests in a timely manner and clearly 
communicate fulfillment issues to P10 Foods when they arise.
I agree to make P10 Foods a priority and fulfill all purchase orders and sample requests.
I understand that any product shipped to fulfill a P10 Foods purchase order with less than 70% of it's full shelf life 
may be refused and I will be fully responsible for replacement.
I have read and reviewed the Supplier FAQ at p10foods.com and agree to all terms laid out therein.
I represent that I am an owner, officer, or agent of the Supplier vested with the legal authority to bind the Supplier. 
I further acknowledge that I have read, reviewed, and agreed to P10 Foods' hold harmless agreement.


